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What will education seem like beyond Covid-19? Is there a brand new way or a process of learning which will be utilized in our present situation? Are the pupils willing to check using online education and modular as an important for our schools? With new year being postponed many students were staying reception and that they are encouraging to use online learning as an alternate way of teaching and learning process.

In a country like the Philippines, where disasters and disruptions are increasingly becoming the norm, it is imperative for schools to coach teachers on a way to teach online education and to encourage them to devote their time to teaching online a minimum of as a drill mechanism to arrange for unexpected events. Online learning is going to be a top priority, not only a possible source of revenue, but also as a core to each school strategic plan for institutional resilience and academic continuity. Others are going to be supported the blended learning and flipped classroom approach. Those that are necessitated to maneuver to online education will start to understand the complete benefits of virtual education as teacher and pupils return to their physical classroom.

Within the new normal, students are exposed to the web, and so teachers must always consider their privacy, safety, security, and digital well-being as top priorities for a successful remote or online learning. Schools and Universities should adopt a more holistic approach to digital well-being of a learner. The teachers influence the knowledge, skills, ideas, and behavior of their students using online education. When the scholars are observed in a very negative way by their teacher, unmotivated and having no abilities, these will greatly affect the performance of a pupils and teacher relationship. These types
of problems should be avoided so as to push the standard education. Because education is a vital tool that may shape the learner’s growth and development.

As an instructor, it is important to motivate the pupils and help them recognize their strength and weakness. It is also important to value the requirement of online education and modular as basic factors for the learners to accumulate the knowledge, ideas and skills.
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